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ABSTRACT 

There is a great deal of interest in developing interdisciplinary project experiences and 
courses that bring together both faculty and students from computer science and other fields. The 
benefits of interdisciplinary experiences are numerous: computer science students learn to apply 
concepts they have learned in other courses to new and interesting domains, students in other 
fields learn about the possibilities of computing, and all students learn to collaborate with peers 
who may speak a different academic language. However, there are many barriers to developing 
interdisciplinary educational experiences. Faculty may wonder how to find colleagues in other 
departments who are open to working with computer scientists or how to structure 
interdisciplinary projects and courses. It may not be clear how to engage students of very 
different backgrounds. In this panel, faculty who have successfully run a wide variety of 
interdisciplinary projects and courses will speak about their experiences and answer questions on 
the practical aspects of developing interdisciplinary computing projects and courses. 

POSITION STATEMENTS 

Collaborative Mobile App Development with Pharmacy (Bonnie MacKellar) 
I teach a course within our healthcare informatics program which is taken by equal 

numbers of healthcare informatics and computer science majors. The course project involves the 
design and development of healthcare oriented mobile applications. For the last two years, the 
students in this course have worked with a faculty member in our pharmacy program, as well as 
with a number of pharmacy students, as they design their applications. First, I work with my 
pharmacy colleague to identify common tasks and scenarios encountered by working 
pharmacists. We then bring in cohorts of 5th year pharmacy students to engage in task analysis 
meetings with the students in my course. The students in the course then develop detailed 
designs, which are critiqued by the pharmacy faculty member and students. Finally, the students 
in the course develop and present their applications.  

 
From Program to Department to For Profit Start Up (Ursula Wolz) 

Almost fifteen years ago, at The College of New Jersey I collaborated with colleagues in 
Fine Art and Journalism, to create one of the first undergraduate programs in Interactive 
Multimedia (IMM).  For about a decade I was “shared” between IMM and CS, because, although 
my scholarship (in game design, and interactive computing) allowed me to double dip, my 
responsibilities to two programs doubled my workload, and made my official teaching load break 



the accounting process. In some semesters I was listed as instructor for as many as six unique 
sections.  My story exemplifies how flexibility and cooperation are essential to support faculty 
professional development for interdisciplinary computing to succeed. The ending is a happy one.  
I have been able to take the knowledge gained from being immersed in interdisciplinary studies 
to break out of the computer science silo, and found what very recently became a successful 
startup.  

Bioinformatics (Margaret Menzin) 
This year, for the second time, a biochemist colleague and I have been teaching a double-

credit freshman course in bio-informatics.  We chose to do this because first we wanted to 
present students with a model for interdisciplinary scientific work, and second because we 
thought there are many first year college students who know they want to major in a science, but 
are not sure which one.  My colleague focuses on annotating genes (identifying them) and on the 
role of the human microbiome (bacteria which live in our gut and are often associated with 
various important body functions or with disease). I teach a standard course in Python, with a 
heavy emphasis on pattern matching, and quite a bit of extra material which provides an 
overview of many parts of computer science - big O, graphs, databases, pattern matching. Each 
section meets separately, but we also meet once a week together to talk about scientific method, 
philosophy of science, women in science, and to Skype in other scientists working on some of 
the topics we are discussing.  
 
Sound Thinking (Jesse Heines) 

Music Prof. Gena Greher and I have developed and co-taught an interdisciplinary course 
in computing+music called Sound Thinking. Prof. S. Alex Ruthmann (now at NYU) also 
contributed significantly to the course content. Two professors are in the room for all class 
meetings to ensure the interdisciplinarity. The key to our successful collaboration has been 
communication. We intentionally schedule the class early in the morning so that neither of us has 
a preceding class. This allows us to meet twice per week in the hour before each class to review 
grading status, “tweaks” to assignments, plans for upcoming classes, prior plans that may have 
gone awry, and individual student issues. We use Dropbox.com to share course materials when 
we are not meeting face-to-face, and we use Google Drive to grade online, ensuring that we are 
“in sync.” These techniques have helped us not only deliver a successful course, but also to 
remain friends despite our many differences! 
 
SIMPED (Joan Peckham) 
 In 2003-07, I participated in an interdisciplinary project to develop a computerized tool, 
SIMPED, to simulate the evacuation of pedestrians from a building during emergency situations. 
The team was comprised of transportation engineers, computer scientists, psychologists, social 
psychologists, and safety practitioners. A primary challenge in this project was the choice and 
development of conceptual constructs to represent individual human behaviors needed in the 
design, construction, testing and verification/validation of the simulation tool. Each discipline 
has different means to represent, capture, and communicate individual human factors and 
reactions to emergency situations, but a unified model was needed to develop the computerized 
tool.  The undergraduate and graduate students in the project were very important because they 
had not yet been trained within a specific discipline and thus were more open to alternative 
perspectives on the problem. This helped them to serve as powerful agents in translating and 
integrating the various disciplinary views among their mentors. 
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